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Introduction

Under the European Union (EU)-funded Balochistan
Rural Development and Community Empowerment
(BRACE) Programme, the three implementing
partners, Rural Support Programmes Network
(RSPN), National Rural Support Programme
(NRSP), and Balochistan Rural Support Programme
(BRSP) have included Exposure and Learning
Visits to the regions where Community-Driven
Local Development (CDLD) approaches are being
implemented. Learning from these visits will
contribute to the Expected Result 1.5 of the BRACE
global logframe, i.e. experiences on the ground are
observed and assessed in order to inspire the design
of the building blocks of a Local Development Policy
framework for Balochistan. This also contributes
to capacity building of officials from the BRACE
Programme’s counterparts – Government of
Balochistan and Technical Assistance teams by their
exposure to and learning from CDLD Programmes
working in the country. The first exposure and
learning visit was undertaken from 9 to 11 December
2019 to the EU-funded CDLD project and the
CDLD policies implemented by the Government
of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (GoKP), implemented
by the Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and
Sarhad Rural Support Programme (SRSP) while the
second was undertaken by BRSP to the EU-funded
SUCCESS Programme for the BRACE Programme’s
key stakeholders (Government of Balochistan, RSPs,
and TA) for exposure and cross learning.

Rural Support Programmes Network (RSPN)
organised the third exposure and learning visit for
representatives of the Rural Support Programmes,
Rural Support Programmes Network, BRACE
Technical Assistance (TA), and Government
of Balochistan officials from 11th October to
16th October 2021. From the Government of
Balochistan, five Departments working closely
with the BRACE Programme, i.e. Local Government
& Rural Development, Social Welfare, Planning &
Development, Women Development and Finance
departments participated in the exposure visit to
Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) in
Chitral, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Balochistan Rural
Support Programme’s team could not participate
because the key staff were busy facilitating the fourth
external monitoring mission on the dates issued by
the Government of Balochistan (GoB) while senior
staff and social organisers from National Rural
Support Programme and a representative from
BRACE Technical Assistance team were part of the
delegation.
The objective of the Exposure and Learning Visit
was to observe and understand the ways in which
the AKRSP, mother organisation of all RSPs in
Pakistan, is contributing towards improving the
lives of rural communities in Chitral through a wellplanned Community-Driven Development (CDD)
approach in coordination with Local Government
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and other Government Line Departments. The
delegation interacted with the beneficiaries of the
AKRSP at grassroots level and gained insight into
how community institutions work synergistically
to trigger change at various levels. Particular
attention was given to interaction with community
members and their success through adoption and
implementation of CDD approach in cooperation
with Government. The policy advocacy component
of AKRSP with the Government was one of the most
important objective of this visit. This report provides

an overview of the visit, development interventions
observed, and lessons learnt. Senior representatives
from the Government of Balochistan and
management and staff of implementing RSPs and
RSPN participated in the visit. This visit was critical
not only to promote cross-learning and exposure
across provinces, but also to increase socialisation
(people to people contacts) that contributes in
harmony, peace and understanding of different
cultures for co-existence.
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Orientation on Rural Support
Programmes Network and Social
Mobilisation Approach to Development
On 11th October 2021, the delegation of
representatives from Government of Balochistan,
Technical Assistance and staff members of the
National Rural Support Programme came to RSPN’s
office in Islamabad and attended a briefing session.
Ms. Shandana Khan, Chief Executive Officer,
senior staff and BRACE Programme staff at RSPN
welcomed the delegates at RSPN. Ms Shandana
Khan oriented the delegation on the history of
Rural Support Programmes (RSPs) in Pakistan.
The community-driven development through RSP’s
social mobilisation approach was initiated by
the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP)
under the leadership of Mr Shoaib Sultan Khan in
1980s in the Gilgit Baltistan region of Pakistan. It
was the remarkable approach, work, success and
recognition of the AKRSP that eventually paved
the way for the replication of RSPs across Pakistan,
spearheaded by Mr Shoaib Sultan Khan, AKRSP’s
first General Manager, and currently the Chairman
of RSPN. By the year 2000, seven RSPs (Aga Khan
Rural Support Programme, Sarhad Rural Support
Programme, National Rural Support Programme,
Institute of Rural Management, Balochistan Rural
Support Programme, Ghazi Barotha Taraqiati Idara,
and Thardeep Rural Development Programme)
were working together in various parts of Pakistan.
The larger, provincial RSPs were either setup with
or received generous support from provincial
governments, whereas the federal government,
provided funds to setup the coveted NRSP. These
RSPs came together to set up the RSPN in Islamabad
in July 2000.
Ms. Shandana Khan shared how RSPN serves as a
strategic, national platform for nine RSPs including

the Institute of Rural Management (IRM) – an expert
training and capacity building institute – bringing
together over 35 years of knowledge in CommunityDriven Development (CDD). RSPN is the largest,
non-government Pakistani development network in
the country and is indeed an asset for the country.
RSPN and the RSPs collectively espouse a common
approach to CDD, i.e social mobilisation. Social
mobilisation centres on the belief that poor people
have an innate potential to help themselves, that
they can better manage their limited resources to
improve their own livelihoods and lives. However,
they face constraints, and these can only begin to
be removed if they organise themselves, and are
provided social, technical, and financial support.
The RSPs provide this support to the rural poor.
The CEO RSPN referred to Dr Akhter Hameed
Khan’s experience and his conclusion that, “three
institutional pillars are necessary for making
transformative change in the lives of the rural poor.
These pillars are: i) the Administrative, the Political,
and iii) the Socio-Economic Pillar (people’s own
organisations). To reduce poverty sustainably,
the socio-economic pillar must be linked with the
political and administrative pillar.” The RSPs, through
social mobilisation and organisation of rural people
into their own institutions, are able to reach out to
each poor household. These organisations identify
their constraints and develop plans to resolve
their issues hindering their way to development.
Organised men and women address the problems
that can be resolved on self-help basis and reach
the government departments where they can secure
support and resources. The RSPs, thus, complement
and supplement the work of the government.
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RSPN provides capacity building support to RSPs
and assists them in policy advocacy, knowledge
management, communications, and donor
linkages. RSPN works closely with government,
donor agencies, and communities to promote
the RSP approach to CDD that has significant
pro-poor impacts. The RSPs have a longstanding
relationship with the Government of Pakistan, this
is highlighted by the fact that five of RSPN’s partner
RSPs have received substantial support and seed
grants from the government, however they are all
registered as not-for-profit organisations and are
independent. RSPN’s edge is its vast outreach to
rural communities across the country through the
RSPs, its strong and influential relationship with
government for impacting pro-poor public policy,
and its central position that brings together over 35
years of knowledge in participatory development

work with Pakistan’s rural communities. RSPs are
local, flexible, and responsive organisations. RSPs
find localised community-based solutions to help
take Pakistan’s development agenda forward.
The CEO RSPN informed the delegates that after the
AKRSP’s social mobilisation approach’s success and
replication in other parts of Pakistan, the approach
was later adopted, adapted, and replicated by
other neighbouring and regional countries like
India, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, and Bangladesh. The
same CDD approaches have been adopted in the
nine districts of Balochistan under the EU-funded
BRACE Programme. Therefore, it is important for the
BRACE Programme stakeholders (representatives of
Government of Balochistan, TA and RSPN/RSPs) to
learn from the experiences of the experienced RSPs,
i.e., AKRSP.
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Briefing on BRACE Programme

Dr Hanan Ishaque, Research Coordinator for BRACE
Programme at RSPN oriented the delegation
about overall objectives of the BRACE Programme,
progress on key interventions such as social
mobilisation, capacity building trainings, local
development plans, Community Investment
Fund, Income Generating Grants and Technical
Vocational and Education Training programmes.

The participants showed their curiosity regarding
joint district development committees (JDDCs)
and their notifications and how they work with the
local government departments so far. Ms Gul Afroz,
Manager BRACE Programme at NRSP, explained
the process of registration and notification of
Joint District Development Committees and their
progress so far.
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Visit to AKRSP Regional Office in Chitral

Session-I
BRACE Programme’s Exposure and Learning
Visit in Chitral started with a comprehensive
presentation by AKRSP officials in AKRSP Regional
Office in Chitral, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Briefing
to the delegation of the visit, Mr Fareed Ahmed,
Institutional Development Manager, AKRSP
Chitral welcomed the delegation to Chitral which
showcased the success of AKRSP implemented
community-driven development interventions.
The AKRSP was formed in 1982, with a mandate of
poverty reduction and improving living standards
of the rural communities of Gilgit-Baltistan and
extended its services to Chitral in 1983. Since
its formation, it has contributed immensely to
significant social and economic changes in these
remote ad isolated regions of Gilgit-Baltistan and
Chitral. Chitral was a princely state until 1969, when
Government of Pakistan removed its special status
as a princely state. Although a rich institutional
tradition of community participation existed in
the princely state, it did not survive the vagaries
of time, especially with the abolition of traditional
structure of governance in 1974, and since then
Chitral has been administered directly by the
Pakistani government from the provincial capital of
Peshawar. Consequently, the local communities left
with no viable alternative and the old participatory
structure failed to tackle challenges and demands
of the new age.
Mr. Fareed Ahmed told the delegation how until
recently, access to Chitral district was by a gravel
road through the Lowarai pass, which would,
however, remain closed for a significant period
every year due to winter snowfalls. A track for
vehicles with four-wheel drive links Mastuj district

with Gilgit through the Shandur pass. Daily air
service was also available between Peshawar and
the town of Chitral. Although urban development
in the valley is negligible, there are small bāzārs in
Drosh, Ayun, and Chitral, where the old British fort
and cantonments still stand.
Landlocked and lacking access to other parts of the
country, the indigenous communities could not
avail any opportunity because they did not have
any institutional mechanism in place for collective
actions to deal with the larger than life challenges
and opportunities of modern times which were
way beyond the individual capacities of the rural
communities. Communities were imprisoned in
spatial poverty trap characterised by poor human,
physical, and natural structures.
AKRSP was initiated with the objective to help
double the incomes of local people and to develop
a replicable model. Achieving these objectives
led to formation of collective platforms of
communities in the shape of Village Organisations
(VOs) and Women Organisations (WOs) at village
level. Once these organisations were formed,
AKRSP introduced new activities that were in
consonant with local needs of the communities.
These activities range from participation, capital
generation, training of specialists in different
fields, management of activities and resources to
linkages, and partnerships with government and
private sector. The AKRSP fostered organisations
proved instrumental in bringing expertise and
experiences of local communities under their
umbrella. On the other hand, they helped connect
the receiving mechanism at the village level with
delivery mechanism which previously failed to
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deliver services to different communities. Till now,
AKRSP Chitral has supported formation and capacity
building of 20 local support organisations (LSOs),
1,782 village and women organisations (1,090 VOs
and 692 WOs) over the four decades’ period since
its formation.
With the overreaching goal of improving the living
standards of people in Gilgit Baltistan and Chitral,
AKRSP considers it imperative to intervene in
multiple areas and address economic and social
issues simultaneously. Therefore, over the past
four decades, AKRSP has made enormous efforts
through its participatory approach (institutional
development) and multidimensional programming
including interventions on women’s development

(social and economic), enterprise promotion, natural
resource management, infrastructure development,
and renewable energy to empower the marginalised
community members especially poor and women.
In the particular socio-economic setting of Chitral,
a sustained improvement in the inhabitants’ quality
of life hinges upon inclusive economic growth
and shared employment opportunities. AKRSP’s
efforts in developing economic infrastructure (e.g.
roads, irrigation, and land development projects),
promoting agricultural productivity and improving
farming skills have been instrumental in this regard
because they increase farm surplus and income
from the subsistence farming sector.
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Session: II - Questions and Answers Session
The thought-provoking presentation by AKRSP was
followed by a Questions & Answers session.
1. The delegation from Government of Balochistan
took keen interest in the AKRSP’s projects that
were completed successfully in collaboration
with the Government of Pakistan. Mr Gul
Muhammad Mengal, Deputy Secretary –
Local Government and Rural Development
Department, inquired about the projects that are
completed by AKRSP with the active involvement
of local government and the reasons for success
and failures if any?
Responding to the question, Mr Fareed Shah
explained that the Government of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa outsourced construction of 55
Mini/Micro Hydro Power (MHPs) Projects in
District Chitral to AKRSP in 2014. 54 out of the
55 are functional and successful. The remaining
one scheme was dropped as the community was
not interested in the given scheme. Out of the 55
MHPs, 12 MHPs are managed and maintained by
the communities. In these MHPs, communities

contributed 10% of the total cost and free labour.
These MHPs are constructed in peripheral
villages and Off-Grid Areas of Chitral covering
more than 15,000 households in the district
and generating 8.2 Mega Watts of electricity for
domestic and productive use.
Giving examples of the successful micro-hydro
units, Mr Fareed mentioned Yarkhun 800 KW and
Laspur 500 KW projects providing electricity to
2,200 households another (500 KW) is near
completion in Shoghore (Garam Chashma). As
road to Garam Chashma was blocked during
this visit, AKRSP planned a visit to one of the 55
MHPs located in Reshun village of Bunni. The
delegation showed their excitement to see the
MHP and to know the reasons of MHP’s success
from the village organisation.
Mr Fareed further informed the delegation that
AKRSP and LSOs have formally and informally
worked with the government’s line departments.
AKRSP and LSOs directly worked with the
government in disaster management. LSOs
have informally worked with the government
in identification of the needy for social safety
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net packages. The Government’s Forestry
Department has worked with the organised
communities. Chitral Gol Park is an example
where organised communities are engaged
with the government of Pakistan in wildlife
protection and forest management. Mr. Fareed
informed the delegation that they will also be
visiting the Chitral Gol Park on their visit. Mr
Najeebullah Babri asked, what is the ratio of
completed schemes which are fully maintained
and operationalised by the communities?

to learn about AKRSP’s programmes for human
development, especially women’s economic
development. Mr Fareed explained that human
resource development is one of the primary
goals of AKRSP. Women received considerable

Shubinak, a project funded by the Swiss Agency
for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and
implemented by AKRSP in District Chitral from
1999-2009, aimed to address the household poverty
by providing the families, particularly women, with

Mr. Mohammad Ali Azizi replied, that a study
on completed schemes in KP was done to see
the operational and management status of
the community managed schemes that were
completed 12-15 years ago. Out of the total,
95% of the schemes were fully managed by the
communities. 3% were not maintained properly
due to various reasons while 2% were completely
abandoned, because those were not identified
properly, therefore, the community had no
interest in them.

income generating opportunities at household

2. Mr Najeebullah Babri: What are the constraints
for the communities to work with the local
government?

centres, the women and girls were provided

Mr Muhammad Ali Azizi shared, there is no
government law or regulation in place for
implementation of government-funded projects
through community institutions. For this,
government should reform its existing policies
and make organised communities eligible
to receive funds from the government and
implement programmes and projects.

supervisors of the training centres later had to train

Mr Fareed Shah added, “In the past, when union
council government contributed 10% of the
government fund to implement projects though
AKRSP by the community institutions, 90% of
the contribution would come from AKRSP. and,
the UC members are still facing law suits for
diverting government money to community
institution.”

called Mogh Private Limited (this has outlets in

3. Ms Gul Afroz, Programme Manager BRACE
Programme from NRSP showed her curiosity

level. This objective was achieved by reinvigorating
the local Shu industry in Chitral. Shu is a fabric
which is made through a traditional Chitrali craft
whereby men and women work to spin and weave
local wool into this fabric. It is famous for its warmth
and quality. Shubinak project was implemented
in three phases with Swiss. Through this project,
one-room training centres were established per
village based on monthly rent within the houses
of selected women beneficiaries. In these training
trainings in traditional Chitrali crafts including goat
hair rug weaving, a wide array of embroidery and
crochet, beading and Kailash weaving. The women
other girls and women of their villages within these
centres. More than 4,000 women have been trained
over the years in different crafts and Shu products
through Shubinak. SDC extended funds to this
project till 2009, however the project did not end
there. Shubinak has now become a ‘brand’, which
is promoted by a local company based in Chitral,
Lahore). Thousands of the women and girls who
received trainings through this project are now
able to not only earn for their household through
respective and culturally sensitive means, but
also to transfer their knowledge and skills to other
women and girls in their vicinity. The investment
which is made in skill and capacity development of
the poor and vulnerable people, particularly women
is never a waste, and Shubinak is the proof of it.
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attention from the outset to enhance their social
status within the household, community, and
the society at large. Economic empowerment of
women, therefore, remained a dominant theme
through the decades-long programming of
AKRSP in Chitral. Women Organisations (WOs)
have provided a collective platform for women
to prioritise, plan, and undertake self-managed
development initiatives in social as well as
economic sectors.
Shubinak, trainings on
vegetables production and community-based
saving groups are a few to mention.
He further added that as until recently Chitral
remained cut-off for 5-6 months in winters due
to heavy snowfall at Lowari top. This caused
food insecurity with no vegetables and fruits
stored by wholesalers in Chitral market. All
the 32 valleys in Chitral would remain cut off
and some remained blocked for about five
months. To address food security in the district,
communities were provided with trainings on
different kinds of vegetables production, seeds
supplied to farmers in priority valleys. Also,

supported farmers have been provided with
training such as fruit plantation and potato
production and management. This resulted in
food security at households’ level and surplus
was also sold in the local market.
Concluding his response to the delegates’
question, Mr Fareed added, AKRSP’s communitybased savings groups is another example
to have contributed to human development.
Particularly, it has contributed to women’s
economic empowerment. These platforms of
WO and their saving groups provided women the
first opportunity for owning an asset.
Given AKRSP’s decades-long involvement in
community empowerment especially women’s
economic empowerment through community
institutions
development,
the
institutions’
engagement with the government and the need to
learn lessons from these successful interventions,
BRACE Programme delegation conducted visits to
multiple locations to observe the results of statecitizen engagement, women-owned and women-led
activities, and local support organisations.
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Visit to Chitral Gol Park

The Chitral Gol Park comprising of an area of 7,750
ha is situated adjacent to a fast growing urban
Chitral town. The Park is accessible from Chitral
town by foot or by vehicle through a jeep road. The
delegation travelled to the park and visited Mehtar’s
Summer Fort, where Prince Mehtar and his family
used to live in summer and held court at the time of
Chitral State. Now it has become a tourist spot.
The Government of Pakistan has worked closely
with the organised communities in conservation of
the forest and wildlife in Chitral through Chitral Gol
Park, an example of communities and government’s
collaborative success. Prior to the accession of the
state of Chitral to Pakistan, all lands located above
the water channels were state properties; including
the area comprising of the present Chitral Gol Park.
In the 1880s, this area was set aside as a royal
hunting reserve. Historically, the princely rulers,
Mehtars imposed strict control on hunting and
confiscated the cattle of poachers. Later, with no
rules in place, increased local population and high
dependency on forest and agriculture as source
of livelihood for the residents of the custodial
villages, goat herding leading to overgrazing and
deforestation were on peak. With the government’s
intervention, the communities were capacitated,
staff hired from the communities, and they were
provided with strong training and community
activists programmes to provide better habitat to
wildlife beyond the boundaries of the park. Today
the park has become the abode of the largest
population of Kashmir Markhor in Pakistan. Due to
its importance in the local tradition of hunting, it

1. According to a staff at the Chitral Gol Park

has many names in the local Kho language; Markhor
is Mroy, male is Shara, female is Mazaigh, Batru is
a three-year-old male while a lamb is called Chani.
With better management from both community
and the park administration, “there is a remarkable
trend of increasing population estimated at 100125 markhors in 70s to approximately 7000 this
year [2021]1.” A few lucky delegates witnessed
markhoor moving in the park and captured their
images through their mobile phone cameras. The
delegates enjoyed their lunch at the top in the Park
and returned to their hotel in the evening.
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Visit to Hi-Tech Institute,
a woman-led business

On day-three of the visit, the delegation split into
two groups. The women including Ms Ambreen
Gul, Assistant Director, Women Development
Department, delegates from NRSP and RSPN visited
Hi-Tech Institute, a women-led training centre
and then a community based saving group. The

delegation met the young workers, trainees, and
manager of the institute. The talented women in
the Institute are trained on wig-making, embroidery,
and many other trades. Many of them earn a living by
making products, while completing their education.
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Ms Sifat Gul’s daughter, Ms Ishrat narrated
her success story to the delegation

Ms Sifat Gul is one of the members of women’s organisation in Garam Chashma, Chitral. In 2001, she participated
in one of the trainings on tailoring and embroidery provided by AKRSP in her region. Getting her existing skills
polished through the training, soon she became a master trainer for AKRSP. She trained women in different
valleys in Chitral. Faced with economic problems, she approached the First Microfinance Bank to buy sewing
machines and became a tailor and opened a home-based training centre to harness sewing and embroidery
skills of the young women in her community. With the improved knowledge and networking through attending
seminars and workshops on entrepreneurship, she learned to diversify her enterprise into a business. She
approached AKRSP to link her institute with the expanding market to sell her products on demand basis. She was
linked with the national and international market by AKRSP. Last year, she purchased more sewing machines,
material for embroidery and opened a training centre in Chitral town in a rented house. She was also linked to a
Chinese company, 7C, who sent a technical expert for six months to train Ms Sifat Gul and her fellow women on
wig-making. After the comprehensive training, these women are now certified trainers who further train women
in different valleys in Chitral.
By providing Ms Sifat Gul with capacity building training and a micro-finance loan to open her training Institute,
AKRSP has now started off a chain of empowerment. Sifat Gul is now empowering almost 2600 women all over
Chitral by providing them with trainings and opportunities to earn for themselves.
She has been awarded for her extra ordinary contribution towards social change. She won ‘Best National
Micro-Entrepreneur Award’. – Female organized Citi-PPAF Micro-Entrepreneurship Awards 2007 in Islamabad.
The award recognises the extraordinary contributions that individual micro-entrepreneurs have made to the
economic sustainability of their families as well as their communities.
She is also elected as a female councillor, transforming her community by mobilising common interest projects
such as community-based schools, village pipeline repair, and road repair projects. She is indeed an amazing
example of a social change agent.
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Visit to a Community Based
Saving Group (CBSG)

The second spot of the field was to a Women’s
Organisation, Aurooj Khawateen Tanzeem at Ayun,
Chitral. At this Women’s Organisation the delegation
was oriented on the orgnisation’s Community
Based Saving Group (CBSG). CBSG Aurooj Tanzeem
was formed in 2010 and till now it has total 20
households’ members. They pool their savings and
then lend out internally through the group’s mutual
interest at 10%. At the end of the year, they distribute
the amount based on each member’s share. This
year, CBSG Aurooj has saved total 55,000 PKR.

Delegation interacted with the members of the CBSG
and asked questions about the propose of formation
of such groups and their benefits of the members.
Responding to the delegation’ questions, Rubina
Karim, Manager of the tanzeem told that the basic
purpose of forming CBSG is that formal banking are
not easily accessed by the poor families especially
in the times of urgency in these remote areas. One
of the members said, “in times of emergencies,
we call out our neighbours, who are members of
the managing committee of our CBSG. We easily
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receive the needed amount. We return this amount
within three months with a charge of 10% interest
to the group. Again, the added interest is pooled
and distributed at the end of the year as we all are
shareholders of this group. Therefore, this group is
more efficient than any financial service.” Another
member said that her father-in-law suffered from
an illness last month. She did not worry because
the management committee of CBSG had arranged
money for her. The manager mentioned that one of
the members had opened a small shop with a loan
from the group, she has already returned the loan
and its interest and now her shop has become a
sustainable source of income for her family.
Poor community members need access to small
amounts of savings and credit to better cope with
emergencies and to help stabilise their incomes by
initiating small income generating activities. With
more steady flow of cash, people can make better
choices regarding their children’s education, family
members’ health and nutrition.

“Community Based Saving Group is an
impressive mechanism, we want to learn its
procedure thoroughly and replicate the same
in district Kech under BRACE Programme.”
Gul Afroz, Programme Manager BRACE Programme,
NRSP

One of the surprising aspects of this CBSG is its
social fund. The members voluntarily give Sadqah
(Charity money) to the manager of the group who
keep it as a social fund. This fund is pooled over
time and given as a grant to the poorest and most
marginalised persons in the community and/or
in CBSG in emergencies or use it for an income
generating activity. Hence, CBSGs enable the
poorest, most marginalised to participate in the
community’s socio-economic development and
also allow a platform for community interaction.
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Visit to LSO Ayun

While women members of the delegation visited
women-led CBSG and enterprises, the men
members visited a local support organisation (LSO)
in Ayun. LSO Ayun comprises 3,983 households
including the famous Kailash valley. With the
support of AKRSP, this LSO has established Ayun
Valleys Development Programme (AVDP), a not for
profit company registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) since
2008. By developing linkages with the government
of KP and donors, AVDP has completed Rs 103 million
worth of physical infrastructure projects. Although
the LSO’s focus has mainly been on infrastructure
building and rehabilitation as the valley is prone
to flooding, it has done numerous interventions for
the socioeconomic uplift or the local communities.
Preservation of Kailash culture and religion is a part
of LSO’s charter. It has helped 49 Kailash students

get scholarships, 310 families to get Ehsaas program
support, established 11 stitching centres, and trained
220 women and restored their cultural and religious
places. Some other useful interventions have been
made in education and health sectors and capacity
building through awareness raising and trainings.
The LSO is working on multiple projects; one of them
is a PPAF project, under which micro loans worth Rs
1.26 million have been disbursed to 48 beneficiaries.
The LSO is now required by the government to
register with Social Welfare department and is
facing some problems meeting documentation
requirements. Deputy Secretary, social welfare
department Govt. of Balochistan suggested that
the process could be made easy by setting up a one
window at Social Welfare department as has been
done in Balochistan. Detailed profile of AVDP is
enclosed as Annex-II.
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Visit to Kailash Valley

The delegation then visited Kailash valley of Chitral.
Social mobilisation efforts in Kailash Valleys have
resulted in formation of 92 Village Organisations
and Women Organisations with a representation
of almost 2,500 persons. Due to shortage of time in
the evening, the delegation could only visit Kailash
Museum and met a leader of women organisation.
The visit to museum enhanced the delegation’s
understanding of co-existence amongst diverse

cultures and how LSOs have proved to be the best
platform for encouraging and maintaining social
harmony and peace.
The WO leader shared how joining the organisation
helped her getting exposure about others’ cultures.
The leader said that through an exposure visit
AKRSP in Hunza, she learned about how women
contribute in socio-economic activities through
their community institution.
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Visit to Micro-Hydel Project in Reshun –
Meeting with O&M Committee of VO Reshun

The delegation visited the Micro Hydel Scheme
in Reshun village of Bunni, Chitral and met the
Operations and Management (O&M) Committee
of the Village Organisation Reshun. When Reshun
village was flooded in 2015, the only electricity power
house in the region was destroyed. This meant the
locals in the region were completely deprived of
electricity. In 2016 the government, with the support
of AKRSP and the Community Institutions, built a
200KW Micro Hydel Scheme for 380 households.
After the feasibility study and approval from the
management, the project was constructed within 11
months due to cooperation and interest of the local
community. AKRSP then handed over the scheme to
the VO and the O&M Committee of VO Reshun took

the daunting task of maintaining the hydel scheme
upon themselves. Since then, the community
institution manages its bills and maintenance.
They have hired and trained technical staff from the
village and pay them from the revenue generated
from user fee. Detailed profile of the scheme is
enclosed as Annex-III.
As Reshun nallah is one of the most vulnerable source
of Glacial Lake Outburst Flood phenomena and in
the past many floods have occurred that resulted
human and property loss. When the region was hit
by another flood in 2020, the community institution
and O&M Committee were quick to act. They held
a meeting and approached AKRSP for technical
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assistance and cost estimation of the scheme’s
rehabilitation. AKRSP supported the VO in cost
estimation and provided them technical support
while the O&M committee and member households
collectively worked on the rehabilitation of the
scheme. The VO used their savings of PKR 18 lac
from the profit they had been making (PKR 25,000/
month) to rehabilitate the scheme within 28 days.
The O&M committee members appreciated AKRSP’s
technical support and community members who
participated in disposal of debris and mud from the
reservoir and Penstock Pipes.

The VO has a proper management system for which
they have rented an office at main Reshun Bazar
where the Chairman and the Secretary of the O&M
committee are available with all the data and record
related to the MHP. The 380 households pay PKR 5
for each unit, which is cheaper compared to PKR
8 per unit supplied by the government run power
plants. The amount collected through billing is
deposited in a bank account opened specifically for
the MHP. After clearing the operation, maintenance
and management costs, the profits are saved in the
bank account.
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Meeting with LSO Biyar, Bunni

The next stop for the delegation was meeting with
LSO Biyar in Bunni. Upon arrival, members of the
LSO welcomed the participants to LSO Office.
Manager of the LSO gave a detailed presentation
on the aims, activities and success of the LSO for
improving poor households lives in upper Chitral.
LSO Biyar was formed in 2005 with representation
from seven village organisations and seven women
organisations in the general and executive bodies.
There are total seven WVOs and seven MVOs with
300 members in the general body. The main aims of
the body are to organise households into community
institutions, nudge members for savings, skill
development and give awareness on various issues

including better utilisation of conservation of
natural resources, disaster risk management and
climate change. It is registered under companies’
act 1984 with government of Pakistan.
Thematic focus of LSO includes community
mobilisation, capacity building of community
members in different arenas (food processing,
protection of wild life and afforestation, agriculture,
water management, Computer & Internet Facilities,
Radio Program), resource mobilisation, poverty
alleviation, information and communication
technology and vocational training. The LSO
has been able to complete projects funded by
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government line departments such as agriculture
department and health department and other donor
agencies. During his presentation, the manager
proudly said that the LSO has worked voluntarily
in rescue, relief and rehabilitation activities during
floods and awareness raising activities during
COVID-19. Moreover, government departments
and donor agencies reach out to them for service
delivery in far flung villages. Having their outreach
to the household level through VOs and WOs, LSO
Biyar is able to deliver government services at the
household level. For example, LSO members are
trained on polio vaccination and they charge 10% for
polio vaccination visits to households in three union
councils. The forestry department of government
of KP outsourced their plantation campaign and
distribution of plants to the LSO, who ensured
delivery of plants to community members. Seven
members of the LSO are paid as regular staff of the
LSO. The staff members are paid from the income
of the LSO generated through annual membership,
income from CIF loan operation and management

fee from members against development activities
and inputs delivered to them by LSO. Detailed list of
on-going and completed project is given in Annex-II.
When the Government of Balochistan delegation
asked the manager of the LSO about how this
people’s organised institution has managed to stay
active for over 15 years, the LSO manager shared
the words of the his role model Mr Shoaib Sultan
Khan, the founder of Rural Support Programmes in
Pakistan, “If each household gives the price of one
cup of tea, to the LSO, in one year, they can achieve a
lot”. This is how LSO Biyar has wonderfully managed
to collect PKR 7-8 Lakh in a year, to facilitate over
3500 houses in the region. Hence, financial capital
of the community institution was observed as a key
to the institution’s sustainability.
At the end of the meeting with LSO Biyar, the
delegation was given a visual presentation on the
development initiatives undertaken by the LSO with
support from Aga Khan Rural Support Programme
Chitral.
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Dinner with Government of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (15th October 2021)

RSPN with the support of AKRSP hosted a dinner
for the GoB delegation and senior officials from
Government of KP. Officials from Government of
KP, district administration in Chitral, including the
Social Welfare Officer and President District Bar
Association attended the event. The two groups
shared ideas and solutions to the problems faced
in the two provinces. RSPN thanked friends from
AKRSP for their support in making the GoB exposure
visit a success.
Proceedings of the evening:
•

Round of introduction

•

Muhammad

Ali

Azizi,

Specialist

Social

Mobilisation RSPN, briefed the participants on
RSPN and RSPs approach and the objectives and
agenda of the exposure visit. He invited Mr Gul
Muhammad to share his experience from the
past few days.
•

Local Government representative, Mr Gul
Muhammad Mengal spoke about the BRACE
Programme in detail and how the government
is trying to build a bridge with the CIs. “On our
exposure visit to Chitral, we saw a lot of models
which are replicable, but we are most interested
in seeing linkages with the government, in
the absence of a policy. We hope to find some
mechanism of co-funding the Community
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Institutions at Union Council Level, where the
government can integrate the rural communities
within the government system, a Joint venture of
sorts”
•

Mr Gul Muhammad Mengal thanked RSPN and
AKRSP for making this visit possible; he also
appreciated the district. “We saw that Chitral is
a very clean city, the traffic is well controlled and
nature has blessed your city in different ways.”

•

Mr Muhammad Ali Azizi said “We are not an NGO
because we always work with the government, out
of the 10 RSPs, 5 are funded by the government”

•

Mr Muhammad Ali Azizi invited Nusrat Jabeen,
District Officer, Social welfare, Women
empowerment and Special education dept.
She welcomed the guests from Balochistan
and briefed them on the activities done by their
department which include building shelter
homes for women (29 women). She mentioned
they also had vocational centres present in all
UCs. They also had District committees on the
empowerment of women (DSW). She asked the
guests from GoB if they had such committees
in Balochistan, to which Shoaib Ahmed Khoso,
official from Women Development Department,
Government of Balochistan said they were

working on it. Ms Nusrat said she is excited to
work on DSW with RSPN and other RSPs.
•

Mr Shoaib Ahmed Khoso, official from WDD GoB,
mentioned that there was a helpline, i.e. 1089
for Gender-based Violence /inheritance law/
harassment related complaints.

•

“Experience sharing is very helpful in learning
good practices from each other” – Ms Nusrat
(SW, WE, SE)

•

Mr Gul Muhammad asked Ms Nusrat about the
Charity Act that was adopted by Balochistan.
She mentioned the Volunteer Social Agencies
have been registered under this Act.

•

Mr Zahir Shah, from SDPC, gave some details on
CDLD and how it is important for the government
to form linkages with the Community Institutions

•

Mr Niaz Niyazi, president District Bar Association
appreciated AKRSP’s role in developing the
region and shared some challenges unique to
the people in Chitral. “Had AKRSP’s intervention
not been present, the government would not
have been able to fill the gaps. AKRSP goes to
remote regions to develop them. There is a big
role played by these organisations in the impact
you see in Chitral.”
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Lessons Learned

The success of community driven local development
approach in Chitral draws important lessons for the
newly organised communities in Balochistan who
are facing multiple challenges of chronic poverty,
lack of financial and human capitals, barriers to
women development, and lack of pro-poor policies
and budget allocations for improving services
delivery particularly in rural areas.
•

Community Driven Development: Community
Institutions established in Chitral by AKRSP
have graduated into autonomous entities
working for the development of their respective
areas. The LSOs identify the needs, conceive
projects, channelise funding and implement the
projects on their own, sometimes without the
involvement of AKRSP. These CIs have ensured
inclusiveness and are a model of success. This
has not happened overnight but they evolved
over time with continuous support from the
AKRSP. They have the capacity and institutional
strength and they help the government more
than what they get from it. Hence, AKRSP Chitral
gives us the lesson that socio economic change
is a gradual process it does occur over night. It
requires a long term engagement and support
by the development organisation. The changes
and maturity in communities in Chitral is a 35
years long process and continuous struggle
and support. Further, with the elapse of time
and new developments, rural communities
need also change and to keep them up to date,
and provide them with technical assistance, a
permanent support organisation programme
is critical. Therefore, there is no permanent exit
strategy for the RSPs, however, they keep on

changing their roles over time to address the
new development opportunities and needs of
the communities.
•

RSPs’ three-tiered social mobilisation model is
extremely cost efficient and effective delivery
mechanism of rural development. Three
tiered system is both dynamic and flexible to
coordinate with different types of development
entities ranging from local government,
government
line
departments
(health,
education, agricultures, livestock, forestry,
women’s division, Disaster Risk Managing
department), NGOs, and donor agencies.

•

The community institutions have proved their
capacity in managing and operating complex
and highly technical development projects like
micro hydel. They are successfully managing
all their completed projects through their
permanent O&M committees LSOs and VO
level. The committees manage these projects
by collecting consumer bills or /and donations
from the beneficiary communities.

•

Interfaith Harmony and Peace: Community
institutions have not only implemented CPI
projects in the areas of irrigation, electricity
generation and distribution, disaster response
and relief, rehabilitation of roads and bridges
but also helped bring interfaith harmony,
preserve local culture especially in the Kailash
communities. This has been made possible
by representation of all communities in these
CIs and the realisation that development is a
collective agenda.
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•

Financial Capital: Given the savings
programme by WOs and VOs in Chitral has
been active for decades now, it was enriching
to see the possibilities for BRACE community
institutions which have actively started saving
at the start of BRACE Programme in 2017. The
community members have accumulated
millions as savings starting from zero in 1983.
We observed, communities were able to build
on this asset and now have the opportunity
to invest in income generation, health or
education.

•

Women Empowerment: Women are actively
engaged in their development process. It
was eye opening to see how technical skills
imparted to Sifat Gull by AKRSP has now had
a ripple effect; she is now capacitating women
in the region by passing on the technical skills
to rural women through her own TVET centre.
Further, women organisations are managing
self-generated saving amounts in an efficient
and effective management to provide capital
for expansion of existing enterprises as well as
initiating tested new enterprises.
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Feedback from Participants
“On our exposure visit to Chitral we
observed a lot of models which are
replicable. We are always interested in
seeing effective linkages between the
community institutions and the govt.,
in the absence of a policy. We hope to
find some mechanism of co-funding the
community institutions at the UC level,
where the GoB can integrate the rural
community institutions within the govt.
system.”
Mr. Gul Muhammad Mengal, Deputy Secretary, Local
Government and Rural Development Department

“It was a great opportunity to have first-hand
experience that what actually community
institutions are and how they organise and
provide a platform to the people around a
common agenda to discuss their common
issues, prioritise them and come up with an
action plan to implement their development
agenda. Based on the success stories and
lessons learnt, recommendations could be
made to the respective forums for policy
formulation and institutional arrangements
for public community partnership. Thank
you RSPN for making this to happen and
thanks for their round the clock facilitation
and hospitality extended during our visit to
and stay at Chitral. Special thanks to AKRSP
colleagues for close coordination and care.
Thanks to delegates from NRSP, GoB and all
drivers for the wonderful company.”
Mr. Gul Muhammad Mengal, Deputy Secretary, Local
Government and Rural Development Department

“Thank you RSP for arranging
knowledge exchange visit
and special thanks to
dedicated team to make it
successful. Also thanks to
GoB friends and NRSP colleagues for making
visit memorable. Despite tough terrain and
hectic travelling, I enjoyed the journey and
tried to grasp first hand learning from AKRSP
model.”
Mr Najeebullah Babri, Chief Foreign Aid, Planning and
Development Department, Government of Balochistan

Community Based Saving
Groups was impressive; we
want to replicate the same
in our COs as well.
Gul Afroz, Programme Manager BRACE NRSP
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No doubt it was a wonderful trip in all aspects. I had learnt a lot, especially initiatives
taken for economic uplift of woman. We can replicate same models in our area under
umbrella of WDD.WEE council can generate and linkup these opportunities for the
vulnerable section of the society in order to reduce the ratio of GBV cases. I am also
thankful RSPN colleagues they were kind and cooperative; I spend memorable time
with them. Special thanks to RSPN team.
Ms. Ambreen Gul, Assistant Director Women Welfare Department

“Thank you for this great
learning Experience. It was
great to meet all of you and
to have a chance to visit
these areas with respected
GoB officials and realize some good practices
of community empowerment.
Hopefully, we take back with us the idea of
how communities can uplift themselves with
resolve and commitment and we hope to see
this in Balochistan In Sha Allah soon.”
Mr. Arslan Karim, Institutional Development and
Capacity Building Advisor, BRACE TA

“I am grateful to RSPN for
extending this opportunity
of learning and sharing.
The whole trip was full of
joy and learning especially
the interaction with community. Though the
terrain was a bit difficult but the company
of wonderful people made this easy. Thanks
to all and the music party who made the trip
memorable.”
Mr. Atta Ullah Baloch, Chief Metropolitan Officer,
Metropolitan Corporation
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Reports and Presentations
Rural Support Programmes Network gave a copy of presentation on RSPN, BRACE Programme, AKRSP Chitral
and a photo-story presentation on Exposure and Learning Visit via flash-drives so that they share their
experience through the photo-story on their return to their departments.

Disseminations
The Chitral visit events, meetings, case studies and
other interactions will be disseminated on social
media, meetings, website, quarterly newsletters,
Outreach and Annual Reports. Press releases were
also published in the local newspapers.
Chitral Today: https://chitraltoday.net/2021/10/18/
delegation-from-balochistan-visits-chitral/
Chitral Times: https://www.chitraltimes.com/
en/7754-2/
Chitral Express: https://chitralexpress.com/
updates/2021/10/18/59782/
Awaz-e-Chitral: https://awazechitral.com/
newsupdate/2021/10/18/18/13/28/53213/
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Annex-I: List of Participants

S.N

Name

Designation & Organisation

1

Mr Gul Muhammad Mengal

Deputy Secretary, Local Government and Rural Development
Department, Government of Balochistan

2

Mr Najeebullah Babri

Chief Foreign Aid, Planning and Development Department,
Government of Balochistan

3

Mr Shoaib Ahmed Khoso

Assistant Private Secretary, Women Development Department,
Government of Balochistan

4

Mr Muhammad Asif Essazai

Section Officer, Finance Department (Budget and Accounts),
Government of Balochistan

5

Mr Arbab Jamil

Section Officer, Finance Department (Deals with Agriculture and
Livestock), Government of Balochistan

6

Ms Ambreen Gul

Assistant Director, Directorate of Women Development Department,
Government of Balochistan

7

Mr Atta Ullah Baloch

Chief Metropolitan Officer, Metropilitan Corporation Quetta

8

Mr Rahamdil

Deputy Director, Social Welfare Department, Panjgur

9

Mr Qadeer Luqman

Deputy Director, Social Welfare Department, Kech

10

Mr Nabeel Ahmed Baloch

Regional General Manager, NRSP

11

Ms Sameena

Social Organiser, BRACE-NRSP

12

Ms Humaira

Social Organiser, BRACE-NRSP

13

Ms Naseema

Social Organiser, BRACE-NRSP

14

Mr Arsalan Karim

Institutional Development and Capacity Building Advisor, TA

15

Ms Gul Afroz

Programme Manager, BRACE-NRSP

16

Mr Hanan Ishaque

Research Coordinator, BRACE-RSPN

17

Mr Muhammad Ali Azizi

Specialist Social Mobilisation, RSPN

18

Mr Ali Akbar Qureshi

Programme Officer, Administration & Procurement RSPN

19

Mr Ghulam Farid Khan

Manager Finance, BRACE-RSPN

20

Ms Zahra Rao

Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, BRACE-RSPN

21

Mr Muhammad Omer Farooq

Communications Officer, BRACE-RSPN

Ms Savaila Hunzai

Documentation and Reporting Officer, BRACE-RSPN

22
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Annex-II: Ayun and Valleys
Development Programme

DATE OF FORMATION:
April 2006

WHAT IS LSO:
Ordinance 1984 in Pakistan, limited by guarantee
and not having a share capital. Local Support
Organization (LSO) is an alliance or federation of
Village and Women Organizations (V/WOs) and
other village-based institutions and self-help
groups, which are primarily formed at the Union
Council (U/C) level and in some cases at valley,
and watershed levels in Northern Areas and Chitral
(NAC). Fostered by the Aga Khan Rural Support
Programme (AKRSP), these informal V/WOs have
now been enveloped into these LSOs which are
formal, hybrid kind of organization types, meaning
its core general body and the executive boards
are comprised of volunteers having roots in the
local institutions, however in most cases also
having paid staff (full or part-time) to dispense
management functions. The LSOs are non-profit
organizations registered under the companies
The motivation and drive in forming such alliances
or federations come from the voluntary spirit of
the social activists of the V/WOs who realized that
after initially mobilizing at village and sub-village
levels and in struggling to meet the primary needs
of their members, there was a need to graduate
to a second tier of engagement and interact
with other development players and interest to
meet common objectives through a formal and
professional manner. Therefore, these activists
have agreed to work together as part of the civil
society to collectively mobilize local resources and
use their time, knowledge, experience and material

resources to positively impact change processes
through institutional action, and create enabling
opportunities for the resource poor, youth, women,
children and other disadvantaged groups to
unleash their potentials to improve their quality of
life and to continue and sustain local institutions
and enhance the value and vitality of these human
and social capitals for the generations to come and
to promote participation and pluralistic democracy
at grassroots levels.
AKRSP, as a catalyst and facilitator, is helping
foster these LSOs through a sustained social
guidance method. During the last two years around
40 such LSOs were fostered in NAC. The LSOs are
encouraged to create viable links and partnerships
with the Local Government bodies through
participation in the planning and implementation
of projects and programmes of the Union Councils,
District Councils and the government line
departments. They may in the long-term act as
‘watchdog’ for effective, efficient and transparent
planning and utilization of public expenditure in
their jurisdictions.

BACKGROUND OF AVDP
The Village Based Institutions (VBIs) of Ayun &
valleys established Ayun And Valleys Development
Programme (AVDP) in 2006. It’s an umbrellas
organization of VOs, WOs, & CSOs of Union
Council (UC) Ayun. AVDP was established with
the help of the communities of Ayun UC based
on the successful experience of Village/Women
Organizations, Cluster Organizations and CSOs
with an objective to be instrumental in the
development of rural communities. AVDP got
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recognition under Companies Act from Security
Exchange of Pakistan (SEP).
The purposes of AVDP is to improve the quality of life
of the rural populace of the territorial jurisdiction
of UC Ayun to reduce poverty by targeting poorest
of the poor, intervention in social sector services
and sustainable use of local and natural resources.
AVDP being an umbrella organization of all
village-based institution (VBI’s) and civil society
organization (CSO) at the valleys level feels it of
significant importance to build the capacities of
the people to enable them realize their aspiration
for their own development through self-help basis.
Presently 187 VOs,WOs, CSOs,CCBs and Youth
forums registered with AVDP.]

MISSION
Strengthen civil society organizations to perform
an affective role as a full partner with government
and private sector in the Chitral socio-economic
development.

OBJECTIVES:
•

Sustaining growth and development.

•

Minimizing poverty through institutional
arrangement and improving social services in
the focused area.

•

Empowering women by building their
capacities in marketable skills and creating
job opportunities.

•

Reducing environmental degradation in Ayun
area by strengthening local institutions and
stakeholders.

•

Promoting
participatory
concept
development in the focused area

•

Reviving traditional norms of self-help and
self-reliance.

•

To improve Infrastructure, Health, Education,
NRM, and Social Mobilization

VISION
Institutionally strong networking with each other
and collaboration with govt. and private sector,
on the basis of trust and mutually accountability
in pursuit of socio-economic development and
prosperity.

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
Location:

Chitral

Union Council:

Distance from Center

28 km

Population

Household

3983

LSO covered
population in the UC

Ayun
Men:

14373

Women: 13809
66.6%

MEMBER ORGANIZATION:
Total No. of VWOs & CSOs in LSO (Number)

Membership of V/WOs (Number)

VOs

Wos

CSOs

Youth org

Total

VOs

WOs

Total

96

53

29

09

187

2655

1452

4107

of
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LSO STRUCTRE

S. #

Type of Institution

General Body

1

Village Organizations

96

2

Women Organizations

53

3

Civil Society Organizations

29

4

Youth Forum

09

Total

187

Frequency of General Body
Meetings

After two year

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
S. #

Type of Institution

BOD

1

Village Organizations

14

2

Women Organizations

7

Total

21

Frequency of BOD Meetings

Quarterly
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Name of BoD Members (For the Year- 2019-20)
S#

Name of BoD Members

M/F

Designation in BoD

Name of V/Wos

Designation in
V/WOS

Qualification

1

Rehmat Illahi

M

Chairman

Islah CCB Tholiyandeh Ayun

President

BA

2

Inayatullah Aseer

M

Director

VO Muldeh Ayun

President

BA

3

Shuja Urehman

M

Director

VO Glogho tek Darkhandeh
Ayun

President

BA

4

Mohammad Niyaz

M

Director

VO Sahan Bala Ayun

President

Midle

5

Zahiruddin

M

Director

VO Arkal Ayun

Manager

FA

6

Abdu Samad Khan

M

Director

Sayadar CCB Theeng Ayun

President

Nil

7

Khairatullah

M

Director

VO Albader Shekhandeh
Bumborate

Manager

Matric

8

Ahkamudin

M

Director

VO Kandisar Bumborate

President

Matric

9

Ajaz Azim

M

Director

Ahmad Abad CCB
Bumborate

Manager

FA

10

Ubaidullah

M

Director

Shekhandeh Veiw Rumboor

President

Matric

11

Barznagi Khan

M

Director

Rumboor Cluster

President

Nil

12

Sher Zareen

M

Director

VO Gumbayak Rumboor

Member

Primary

13

Shah Hussain

M

Director

VO Gurul Birir

Manager

Matric

14

Shams Rabi

M

Director

VO young Star Jao kuru Birir

President

FA

15

Zartaj Begam

F

Director

Khairul Insan CCB
Tholiyandeh Ayun

President

Nil

16

Kaneez Fatima

F

Director

WO Muldeh Ayun

President

Matric

17

Fatima

F

Director

WO Kainat Sahan Payeen
Ayun

President

BA

18

Shahi Gul

F

Director

WO Broon Bumborate

Manager

NIL

19

Meer Kai

F

Director

Sister Trust Anish
Bumborate

President

Nil

20

Zar Filim

F

Director

WO Groom Rumboor

President

Nil

21

ROSHANA BIBI

F

Director

WO Behal Birir

Member

BA
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Number of LSO Staff Recruited
Staff
Recruited

Manager/
Assistant
Manager

(Yes/ No)

Accountant

S. Mobilizer

Total Number of
Staff Recruited

Driver and Watch Man

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

5

Yes

Female Total
1

6

ORGANOGRAM
MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:
Community Mobilization: Identification of activists, Relation with key persons like Imam, Qazis and relation with
focal and traditional system. Conduct meeting with community and then form V/WOs. Total number of V/WOs and
CSOs are 83
Capacity Building: Capacity builds by trainings workshops seminars and Presentations and mutually intervention
by the trained staff
Institutional Development: Leadership Management& skill Training,
Book Keeping Training
Social Mobilization Training
Resource Mobilization: 66.5 percent House Hold has been covered after establishment of AVDP.
Gender and Development: One Gender Workshop and One Gender sensitization workshop arranged by AVDP, Health
Hygiene Trainings to 450 women.
Infrastructures Development: Repairing and extension of irrigation channels, Protective wall, Sanitation schemes,
Drinking Water Supply Schemes etc
The details of the Trainings being managed and Implemented by the LSO under these major interventions are as follow
Trainings For Females
S.#

Title of Trainings

Participants

Training
Institute

Number of
Trainings

Duration
(days)

Male

Female

Total

23

23

46

1

Gender Workshop

AKRSP

1

1

2

Cluster Conference for WOs

AKRSP

1

1

60

60

3

Cooking training

AKRSP

1

3

20

20

4

Women Rights workshop

RWEP

1

1

30

20

50

5

Health Hygiene Awareness
Training

CIADP

1

15

-

450

450
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PROJECTS
Projects Outsourced By AKRSP
S. #

Project Title

Project Description

Project Cost

1

Poverty Targeting Project

Formation of 4 HRMCs

250,000

2

Cooking Training

20 women were trained by master trainer

48,000

3

Quality Wheat Seeds

Seeds Divided among farmers

4

Data Collection

Filling of Poverty Score Card Village Profiling has
done

11000 KG
20,000

Linkages Developed with Other Organization and Projects Done by AVDP from 2009 to 2021
S.No

Project Type

Number of
projects

Partner
Organization

Funding Year

Amount

Donor Country

1

IC/SDC

2008 to 2009

1,440,000

Swiss Agency
For Development
and Cooperation

1

Livelihood Programme

2

Irrigation Channels

10

CIADP

2009 to 2013

10,560,184

Norway

3

Sanitizations Schemes

9

CIADP

2009 to 2013

13,043,811

Norway

4

Community Toilets &
Bathrooms

22

CIADP

2009 to 2013

3,179,391

Norway

5

Protective Works

4

CIADP

2009 to 2013

14,428,271

Norway

6

Drinking Water Supply
Schemes

6

CIADP

2009 to 2013

6,633,340

Norway

7

Kalasha Dancing Place Up
Gradation

1

CIADP

2009 to 2013

4,166,779

Norway

Construction of Kalasha
Temple

1

CIADP

2009 to 2013

2,312,516

Norway

8

Up Gradation of Fish Pound

1

CIADP

2009 to 2013

885,527

Norway

9

Trainings on Live stock
Management, Food
Processing, First Aid, Health
Hygiene, TBA and Poultry
form etc

CIADP

2009 to 2013

395,080

Norway

10

Flood Assessment 2010

4

CIADP

2009 to 2013

101,838

Norway

11

Rehabilitation of Electricity
Rumboor

1

CIADP

2009 to 2013

229,600

Norway

12

Plantation ,Demo Plats and
Vegetables

11

CIADP

2009 to 2013

404,469

Norway

13

Management Cost

AKRSP

2008 to 2013

1,800,000

Canada

14

Poverty Targeting Project

4

AKRSP

2008

250,000

Canada

15

Cooking Training

1

AKRSP

2008

48,840

Canada

16

Poverty Survey

1

AKRSP

2010

20,000

Canada
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17

AGM

1

AKRSP

2010

10,000

Canada

18

Farmer, Gender sensitization,
NRM Organization
Experience sharing,
LOGOCAT , Tourism Planning
,Social,Mobilization,Child
Survival, Social Harmony and
peace Workshops

11

AKRSP

2008 to 2013

94,500

Canada

19

Traditional Sports Event

1

AKRSP

2010

15,376

Canada

20

Project Supervised

28

AKRSP

2009 to 2013

193,898

KFW and OFDA/
PPAF

21

Elly Projects

4

AKRSP

2012 to 20113

448,000

CIDA

22

RWEP(Women Empowerment
Seminar , Health Hygiene
Awareness Workshops,
Women Rights Workshops,
Women ID Card Program)

4

AKRSP

2009 to 2013

112,420

Trocare

23

AKCSP(Culture Mapping)

1

AKCSP

2010

60,000

UNESCO

24

Hashooo (Honey Bee
Training, Students
Scholarships, Equipment

3

Hashoo
Foundation

2006 to 2013

320,425

Ifad and Hashoo
Group

25

Human Rights Workshop

1

LAPH

2009 to 10

20,000

Trocare

26

DCO Grant for Computer
Center

Local
Government

2010

15,000

Distict
Government
Chitral

27

FOCUS( DRR Training)

Focus

2012

137,800

Norway

28

Suspensions Bridge

1

Embassy of
Japan GGP
Section

2013

3,937,326

Japan
Government

29

Link Roads

4

Embassy of
Japan GGP
Section

2013

6,476,218

Japan
Government

30

Awaz Awareness Raising
Programme

Formation of
village & UC
forum

South Asia
Partnership

2013-2014

282,000

DFID

31

Up gradation and Renovation
of Kalasha Dancing Place
Bumburate

1

CIADP/THRIVE

2013-

5,200,000

Norway

32

Protective Wall Sarukjal

1

CIADP/THRIVE

2014

1,787,961

Norway

33

Sahan Pain Water Chanel

1

CIADP/THIRVE

2014

3,568,397

Norway

34

DWSS Rehabilitation
Projects

10

Concern World
Wide/Rapid
Fund

2015

12,100,000

OFDA/USAID

35

Culture Preservation project

1

Culture
Directorate
KPK

Completed

700,000

Govt KPK

36

Kalasha Language & Culture
preservation Project

1

Ambassador
Grant (NRSP)

2015

7,786,000

USAID

37

Irrigation channel and
Bridges Rehabilitation
Projects

5

Concern World
Wide/Rapid
Fund

2016

8,109,077

OFDA/USAID

Total A

111,274,044
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B

Beneficiaries

Partner
Organization

March 16 to
Sep 19

Amount

PPAF

Asset transfer

131

AKRSP/PPAF

Phase I

6,386,309

do

Asset Transfer

95

Do

Phase II

4,631,250

do

Bashaleni Equipment’s

7

DO

Phase I

2,797,040

do

Anish Bashaleni
Reconstruction

1

Do

Phase I

1,814,100

do

Rumboor Bashaleni

1

Do

Phase I - II

1,110,600

do

Bashaleni Guiney
equipment’s

7

Do

Phase II

1,049,073

do

RHC Ayun Repair Renovation

1

DO

Phase I - II

1,706,455

do

BHU Bumborate

1

DO

Phase II

245,630

do

Community Toilet

40

Do

Phase I

453,520

do

Community Toilet

36

Do

Phase II

1,800,000

do

LHVs Salaries

08

Do

Phase I-II

1,456,158

do

CRPS Honorius

38

Do

Phase I-II

3,495,645

do

04

DO

Phase - I

620,000

do

04

DO

PhaseI-II

1,790,086

do

GPS and CBS Schools
Teaching Kits, Equipment,
Carpeting etc

06

DO

Phase I-II

4593,300

do

CRPS Stationery

38

DO

Phase I-II

437,319

do

Training, Workshop and
Events

25

DO

Phase I-II

1,857,282

do

Medical Camp

01

do

Phase II

110,373

do

Establishment of Community
health center

04

Do

Phase II

387,372

do

Establishment of community
Learning Centers

04

do

Phase II

1,187,000

do

Plantation 2019

1

D

Phase II

500,000

do

Establishment of Display
center

2

Do

Phase II

1,000,000

do

PPR/AKRSP/PPAF Project

LHVs Food and
Accommodation
CDs,BHU and RHC Ayun
Medicine and Equipment

Total B

39,428,512
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C

COVID 19 Awareness Session

313 hh

Self

-

42000

AVDP

Covid 19 Task Force members
training

1

AKRSP

DO

23000

EC

Covid 19 SMK Project
Awareness session

1

AKRSP

DO

99000

UNFPA

Ahssas EmergencyCash
Program

38

AKRSP

Do

456000

Gvet of Pakistan

Formation of CBSG (SMK
Project)

6

AKRSP

2021

30000

AKRSP/UNFPA

Establishment of AFC (SMK
Project)

2

AKRSP

2021

80000

DO

30 VWOs

AKRSP

2021

45000

DO

3rd Dialogue for F4H Project

1

AKRSP

2021

7000

AKRSP/

3rd Dialogue of LSO
Management Support

1

AKRSP

2021

30000 per
Month

AKRSP/ CANADA

CERT Training

30

AKA

Phase I

140000

NDRMF

Swimmer Training

21

AKA

Do

83000

NDRMF

VDRMC Training

3

AKA

Do

83040

NDRMF

Micro Livelihood Fund
Loaning

52

Self

2017

2,000,000

PPAF/AKRSP

Poverty Wealth Ranking
Survey (SMK Project)

Total C

3,118,040

Total A+B+C

153,820,596

Contact Details
LSO Address

Near Forest Check Post Dok Sahan UC Ayun, District & Tehsil Chitral KPK Pakistan

Ph. #

0092-943-490209

e-mail

avdp.org.pk@gmail.com

Fax

0092-943-490209

Website

www.avdp.org.pk

Name of Manager

Jaweed Ahmad

Contact Number (Ph)

0092-943-490209

Contact Number (cell)

e-mail

jaweedavdp209@gmail.com

Fax

Name of Chairman

Mr. Rahmat Ellahi

Contact Number (Ph)

092-943-490209

0092-346-9214334

Contact Number (cell) 0092-346-9421823
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Annex-III: Project Summary
Reshun Mini Hydropower Project
Social Data:
Village Organization:

Raghen Reshun

Union Council

Charun

Beneficiary Households

379 HH

VO Savings

6,72,278PKR

MHP Maintenance Fund (Per Head) 1000 PKR
Date of Operation

July 2017

Distance from Chitral

65km

Technical Data:
Project Cost

38,106,135

Total Capacity

200KW

Net Head

93Ft

Design Discharge

40 Cusec

Length of Power Channel

808ft

Length of Penstock Pipe

225ft

Size of Power Channel

3.75 x 3.25ft

Altitude

6130ft ASL

Turbine Type

D500 Crossflow Turbine

Generator

200KW Brushless Generator 3Ph, 4 Pole, 400V, 50Hz.

Penstock Type

Mild Steel Penstock Pipe 30 Inch Dia, 5mm thickness

Length of HT Line

3.5KM

Length of LT Line

5.5KM

Efficiency Test Cleared

Yes

Figure 1 - Intake and channel portion washed away
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Figure 2 - Power House backyard and pipes filled in Mud

Figure 3 - Condition of Penstock pipes and Anchor Blocks
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Annex-IV: Biyar Local
Support Organization

BACKGROUND OF BLSO

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION; District Upper Chitral

The Biyar Local Support Organization (BLSO) is a
progressive indigenous civil society organization
established

in

2005

representing

260

different

Location:

Upper Chitral

Distance from Lower
Chitral Headquarter

Household 4176

75 Km

grassroots village based development; social and
cultural organizations in northern part of district

Population;

31320

Chitral. It is registered under companies’ act 1984 with

Men :

14321

Women :

16999

government of Pakistan
MEMBER ORGANIZATION:
VISION
Empower communities to unleash their potential for

Total No. of Village based organization & CSOs in
LSO (Number)

building a prosperous Society.

Men

Women

CSOs

Total

130

130

39

300

MISSION
Create a society where Poverty is reduced and sustainable means of livelihood is ensured.

GENERAL BODY
OBJECTIVES:
•

Formation and strengthening of Women
Organizations, Village Organizations and Other
Civil Society Organizations

•

To reduce poverty and let the foundation of People
centered sustainable development of Biyar area.

•

To empower the women economically, socially and
politically

S.#

Type of Institution

General Body

1

Village Organizations

130

2

Women Organizations

131

3

Civil Society Organizations

39

Frequency of General Body Meetings

Yearly

•

Better utilization and conservation of natural
resources

•

Capacity building of area people

•

Skill Development

•

Create awareness among the villagers regarding
the common dieses

1

Village Organizations

7

•

Disaster Risk Reduction/Management and Climate
Change adaptation

2

Women Organizations

7

•

Pave the way for public private partnership to
undertake development initiatives.

•

Technical Support and information service to
entrepreneurs and investors.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
S.# Type of Institution

Frequency of BOD Meetings

BOD

Three Months
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF:
S/No

Name

Designation

Contact No

Program Manager

03409854003

1

Sher Afzal Khan

2

Abur Rashid

Account Officer

03409853228

3

Akhtar Uddin

Social Mobilizer

03459400710

4

Zahida Khatoon

Social Mobilizer

03015915138

5

Shagufta Kanwal

Social Mobilizer

03480971321

6

Sardar Ali

Driver

03409846324

7

Sultan Wazir

Attendant

03470999158

Source of Income
• Registration Fee
• Renewal Fee
• Project Management Cost
• Endowment Fund
• Details of Ongoing & Completed (donor funded)
Projects

Enlist ongoing and completed projects (during last three years), placing the latest project on the top
Project

Donor/Funding Source

Major Outputs

Total Budget
(Rs.)

AAWAZ

SAP-PK

Awareness regarding Political
Participation of women

3,000,000

Enabling Differently Ables

AFGP/USAID

Provide social support to persons
with disabilities (PWDs) to live a
dignified life;

5940,000

Disaster Preparedness

SGAFP/USAID

Capacity Building

7,500,000

Strengthening of Wild life
Conserving Habitat

SGAFP/USAID

Strengthening of Wild life
Conserving Habitat

7,600,000

Construction of One Room
Shelter

Health & Nutrition
Development Society
(HANDS)

Shelter

5,034,700

Capacity Building

THRIVE/CIADP

First aid Training, Live stock
Management, Honey bee farming,
Fruit Processing

600,000

Pakistan Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research
Center (PCSIR)

Different

Fruit processing, farmer
enterprise groups etc)

506,066
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Linkages with other Organizations
S.#

Name of Institutions Linked

Activity
Discussion Session, Media Training,
Computer & Internet Facilities, Radio
Program,

Project area

1

Institute for War & Peace
Reporting (IWPR)

2

Pakistan Council of Scientific Fruit Processing Training, Exhibition of
District Upper Chitral
& Industrial Research (PCSIR) Local Products.

3

FOCUS

Relief, stock pile

District Upper Chitral

4

Pakistan Agricultural
Research Council & PUKAR

Provision of Wheat Seeds

BLSO area

5

Aga Khan Foundation(AKF)

Training On Capacity Building

District Upper Chitral

6

Govt (TMA)

UC Planning

UC Charun

7

Forest and Wild Life (Govt)

Protection for Wild life, Plantation

Upper Chitral

8

Aga Khan Education Service

Workshops

BLSO area

9

Aga Khan Health Service

Awareness Programme

BLSO area

10 Aga Khan Culture Service

Cultural mapping survey

BLSO area

11

THRIVE /CIADP

Capacity Building, Agriculture

BLSO area

12

South Asia Partnership
Pakistan (SAP-PK)

Awareness

District Upper Chitral

13

Government of science and
technology KPK

Water kits

District upper Chitral

HASHOO Foundation

Education ,Capacity Building ,

Upper Chitral

14

District Chitral(8School and 1
Madrsa)

Contact Details
LSO Address

Biyar Local Support Organization (BLSO) Village & PO Booni, Tehsil Mastuj ,District Chitral

Ph. #

0943-470623

e-mail

blsooffice.05@gmail.com

Fax

-

Website

www.blso.org
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Name of Manager

Sher Afzal

Contact Number (Ph)

0943-470623

Contact Number (cell)

0340-9854003

e-mail

Sherafzal64@gmail.com

Fax

-

Name of Chairman

Syed Sardar Hussain Shah

Contact Number (Ph)

0943-470623

Contact Number (cell) 0340-9854003

e-mail

blsooffice.05@gmail.com

Fax

-

Events and activities

Canadian High Commissioner

Royal Norwegian High Commissioner

The European Union Funded

BRACE Programme
Balochistan Rural Development and Community Empowerment
(BRACE) Programme is supported by the European Union (EU)
and is being implemented in close collaboration with the Local
Government and Rural Development (LG&RD) Department of
the Government of Balochistan (GoB). The Grant component of
this five year (2017-2022) Programme is being implemented by
Rural Support Programmes Network (RSPN), National Rural
Support Programme (NRSP) and Balochistan Rural Support
Programme (BRSP) in nine districts of Balochistan. BRACE is
working in Jhal Magsi, Kech, Khuzdar, Killa Abdullah, Loralai,
Pishin, Duki, Washuk and Zhob. The programme is technically
supported by DAI-Human Dynamics (DAI-HD), a company that
supports Government of Balochistan in fostering an enabling
environment for strengthening the capacities of local authorities
to manage and involve communities in the statutory local public
sector planning, financing and implementation processes.

“This publication was produced with the ﬁnancial
support of the European Union. Its contents are the
sole responsibility of. Rural Support Programmes
Network (RSPN) and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the European Union.”

More information about the European Union is available on:
Web:
Facebook:
Twitter:

https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/pakistan_en
EUinPakistan
EUpakistan

Rural Support Programmes Network
IRM Complex, 3rd Floor. Plot# 7, Sunrise Avenue
(Off Park Road), Near COMSATS University, Islamabad, Pakistan
Phone: +92-51-8491270-99, Fax: +92-51-8351791
URL: www.rspn.org | www.brace.org.pk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/BRACEProgramme
Twitter: www.twitter.com/BRACE_BRSP
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/brace-programme
Instagram: www.instagram.com/braceinbalochistan
YouTube: BRACE Programme in Balochistan

